805.6.D Athletics Notification

As part of the normal operation of school athletics, player rosters are compiled consisting of players' names, position played, grade level, height, and sometimes weight. Typically, this information is distributed to schools within the competing conference, schools hosting tournaments, and the various print and broadcast media. In addition, we encourage an open relationship with the print and broadcast media in their endeavours of promoting and reporting on school athletics. For the purpose of league, exhibition or tournament play and the promotion and reporting of school athletics, it is considered important that the information disclosures listed below continue.

Student athletes:
- may be interviewed by the print/broadcast media;
- may be photographed/video-taped by the print/broadcast media;
- may have their roster information disclosed to the print/broadcast and media;
- will have their roster information distributed to competing schools.

This only applies to the disclosure of information in situations which are directly related to the student's involvement with school athletics.

Questions should be identified in writing to the appropriate team coach or principal.